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ABSTRACT
The duty management nowadays has become a critical issues in many organizations in order to properly justify all the
human resources. Since the entire performance is linked to the actual appraisal as well as the survival of the employees,
it becomes very important to properly assign and manage duties as per the requirement of the business and deadlines.
The proposed application considers the typical case of reserved police force duty assignment and assigns their duties so
that the manual work which is done as of now will be replaced by the highly efficient, justifiableand balanced duty
assignment.
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INTRODUCTION
It is a web based application but will be executed on a single machine which will handled by admin

and a super admin.  Super admin will be able to keep a track of every details of the admin for allocating
duties.

EXISTING SYSTEM
The Existing systems provide to maintain security. They are configured to roles also allow staff to

view their profiles. It also developed many ways so that the system becomes flexible to use. It also increases
efficiency, utilization and productivity. It reduces cost and also maintaining paper records. It provides
frontline provision. Provide automation in payment processes. Calendar function is provided.

REVIEW OF DIFFERENT EXISTING SYSTEM SOFTWARE
The different software are:

• Capita[7]
Origin Duty Management System (Origin DMS) is designed specifically to meet the roistering and planning
needs of the UK Police service.

Origin DMS is a comprehensive and flexible Rota/shift management system. Whether tracking an individual
Officer duty status, or needing to see the bigger picture and monitor team manning levels to better manage
resources, Origin DMS enables the Force to analyze shift-trends, manning levels and abstractions at any level,
ensuring the right people with the rights skills are deployed at the right time to the right location.

In addition to tracking shift status it also provides for the management of Rest Days, Time Off In Lieu
(TOIL), Holidays, Sickness, Absence and Overtime, with all functionality fully self-service and mobile
enabled for usage by the officer on the beat.

Features-

• Automates time consuming tasks

• More cost efficient

• Aids procedures & morale

• Offers better decision making
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Capabilities

• Improves use of overtime budget

• Focuses tactical & operational planning

• Helps the organization to meet manning levels

• Ensure correct deployment of skills

• Excellent at responding to demands

• Bondflyen-[6]
Features-

• Produces approved documentation meeting the exacting requirements of both UK &irich customs.

• Handles many types bonded product including,

• Validation of data entry includes

• Complete EMIs features and functionality

• Transactions and master fill Audit trail

• Fully integrated to stock-IT VMS system

• Added ability to simultaneously pick from duty paid & bounded

• Audit log providing administrators with full history of system access & actions

• Report generator providing manager & supervisors with essential info about work force planned
duties, planed overall hours ,completion of mandatory training, fall to appear data, work return data.

• Crown DMS[2]
Crown’s flagship DMS system assists the Emergency Services by improving the information available to
Planners and by automating much of the Duty Planning process, information can be moved around and be
accessed quickly helping the frontline services. Administrative processes which previously were time
consuming, sometimes ineffective and costly can also be aided by the availability of up-to-date information.
Using modern technology we are now able to provide key managers with the information they need to manage
the workforce more effectively making the planning and management of duties more efficient, more
predictable and less costly.

• The ability to implement Rosters with mixed resources. That is, Officers and/or Staff working a
widevariety of Shift Patterns.

• The ability to implement variations to Police Regulations (and Staff Handbook) implemented by the Force
to accommodate local agreements.

• The management of Skill Expiry; and its impact upon planned Duties; for all Officers (and Staff).

• The management of Planned and Casual Overtime can be automated to provide visibility.

• The ability to easily allocate one or more groups of Officers (and/or Staff) to a Supervisor on either a
permanent basis or temporarily to provide cover.

• A wide variety of working profiles is accommodated bythe types of Shift available in the system. For
example; Fixed Shift, Alternate Shifts, Flexi time, Book Anytime, Attendance Contracts,Sliding Shift etc.

• The option to automatically generate Call Signs for Duties as they are interfaced to Command & Control
based upon Shift, Role, Territory and/or Rank.

Features-

• Increased utilization & deployment of officers

• Improved efficiency & productivity

• The ability to plan & raster duties based upon skills
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• A reduction in overtime

• Automation of the payment

• Reduced administration & increased payment accuracy

• Better frontline service provision.

• Inntellicta-[4]
Schedule24-

Schedule24 scheduler is an ideal platform for planning shifts where scheduling range is shorter or where
working arrangement are informal or unstructured. This software include specialize editing tools allow you to
create and publishing employee schedule.

Scehdule24 Duty Management-

Schedule24 Duty management is designed for the "Police Duties Officers" who demand for advanced duty
management process for allocation of police resources. It provide information about availability of working
and non-working staff their working hours overtime and rest period 24/7. It also provide report of it.

• LANGDON: [1]
Features-

• LANGDON's reduces the import cost & pay lowest possible duty on exports. If your imports are
stored for long time then they provide the HMRC's duty & VAT schemes.

• It saves time & money for importers, exporters & also for international traders.

• Langdon's is very flexible modern technology work with your existing ordering.

• It is also user friendly & installed locally or can be accessed online.

• ORAGANISATIONAL INFORMATION OF DUTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: [5]
Features-

• For a basic user the different options are available in the top & if user can select option then which will
take them into the associated function.

• Then selecting a Rota (duty) for a different person. Also there are different views of data using data
selection, cell selection & tooltip.

• Search for a person in two ways using quick search box & another is structured search where large no. of
search terms are made.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Proposed system allots duties to the staff. The allocation depends on one person who is appointed by a

super admin. Staff will not be able to view profiles so that security can be maintain, each detail of staff will be
stored their technical qualification, buckle no etc. If any staff is not present their information can be stored i.e.
we can add or remove staff if required. Duties information will also be stored that is its type, location,
manpower required, days or hours required for the duty. After particular duty staff will be given a limited time
to rest. This system will automate the manual system present now for police officers or industries. Daily,
Monthly or yearly reports will be generated as per requirement. Because of this system Paper work or storage
facilities will be reduce also same the illegal allocation will be detected so that every person will be able to get
each type and every type of duty

PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Different modules of proposed system architecture are:
• Creation of duty system & database operation.
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• Assigning duties, maintaining records.

• Creation of monthly & Daily reports of staff.

FIGURE 1. Proposed System Architecture

CONCLUSION
Here by we conclude that the system is going to reduce the work and allocation of duties will be

properly done. Using this system, police head quarter work will be automated and will be even for all the duty
resources available. No persons will be overloaded or under loaded. This system on implementation can also
be used for other organizations where resource allocation or duty assignments are a major part of their
business strategies.
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